NFDRS 2016 TO-DO list

Readiness review checklist to “flip the switch”
SME identification/confirmation- who is working and assisting with your FDOP development
Interagency participation- who are the partners involved
Review dates for implementation timeline- pulse check on when they think they can implement
Memo RE consequence
October-Dec is likely the next opportunity to truly work on and develop FDOPs
Hold another monitoring and evaluation plan for those with existing
Sharing of signed or DRAFT fdops- NWCG options

Partner contributions and participation in review of FDOP
What is the final answer on this, and is USFS only agency requiring updated FDOPs- what happens to those other agencies when we switch to 2016 system? DOI/BLM policy change regarding FDOP/FWOD
Set up the curriculum to be current and

1- Figure out the gaps and needs of the GA Units still needing assistance to evaluate.
2- Provide another evaluation and monitoring session
3- Provide a WIMS tech tip discussion

GA-
Northern-chad, yes
Northwest-mark, ok
California-jana & chris little off track, more distance learning in progress
Great Basin-no need
Rocky Mountains-gwenan; post webinar please
Southwest-not present
Eastern Area- working to update status, Minnesota are closest. Michigan & 4 compacts, 60 out of 240 in WIMS
Southern-completed all workshops, most have drafts ready. Looking for additional workshops to validate the draft fdops
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